
Craig Shoemaker:  A Comedian’s Journey from
Hopeless Despair to Empowering the World
with Humor

Renowned comedian Craig Shoemaker,

the "LoveMaster," enters the realm of

personal development with his latest

creation, "Winning With Humor."

Comedian Craig Shoemaker Launches “Winning With

Humor” - Unlock Potential, Enhance Communication,

Gain Success. Free Workshop June 6-9. Course starts

June 20th!

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES, June 2,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Iconic Stand-Up

Comedian, Craig Shoemaker, AKA the

"LoveMaster," astounds the world once again, but

this time with a remarkable shift into the realm of

personal development. In his latest creation,

"Winning With Humor," Shoemaker shares his

incredible journey of self-discovery and resilience,

defying all odds stacked against him. From battling

fatherlessness, pennilessness, and the haunting

shadows of being kidnapped, as well as drug and

alcohol addiction, Shoemaker emerged triumphant

on the victory stand. Now, drawing on his comedy

legacy, he embraces a new role as an empowering

force, harnessing the transformative power of

humor and laughter to uplift individuals and

organizations alike.

Craig Shoemaker, a comedy icon and recipient of

two Emmy Awards and the American Comedy Award for Stand Up of the Year, expands his

influence beyond the realm of laughter. With his vast experience as a producer, writer, and long-

standing figure in the comedy world, Shoemaker now offers his expertise to guide individuals

towards unlocking their full potential for success, fulfillment, and bliss in life.

The first of its kind, groundbreaking “Winning With Humor” training system offers a

comprehensive course, guiding participants on a transformative journey. By incorporating

humor into everyday life, individuals enhance their communication skills, foster better

relationships, and achieve personal and professional goals – all while having fun!

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.winningwithhumor.com/


Comedian Craig Shoemaker Launches “Winning With

Humor” - Unlock Potential, Enhance Communication,

Gain Success. Free Workshop June 6-9. Course starts

June 20th!

Sharing his journey of resilience, Shoemaker

overcame fatherlessness, poverty, being kidnapped,

and battles with addiction. Now, he embraces a new

role, harnessing humor's transformative power to

uplift individuals and organizations.

The “Winning With Humor” system is

thoughtfully crafted to assist clients in

honing their distinctive style, elevating

public speaking prowess,

strengthening leadership abilities, and

manifesting a positive and engaging

work culture. By offering a blend of

interactive workshops, insightful

seminars, and personalized one-on-

one sessions, “Winning With Humor”

delivers customized guidance and

unwavering support to unlock the full

potential of their clients.

To kickstart this endeavor, Shoemaker

offers a complimentary workshop from

June 6th to 9th. Participants experience

Shoemaker's insights, techniques, and

strategies firsthand. 

Following the workshop, the “Winning

With Humor” course premieres

virtually on June 20th. Participants

access a comprehensive curriculum,

including video lessons, exercises, and

resources, empowering them to

incorporate humor and laughter into

all aspects of life.

In addition, Shoemaker hosts

captivating live events, showcasing the

transcendent power of laughter. These

events provide a unique opportunity to

experience Shoemaker's magnetic

stage presence, and gain valuable

insights into incorporating humor into

everyday life.
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